UKRAINIANS DEMONSTRATE!!! UKRAINIANS DEMONSTRATE!!!
by TAR AS

observance of Den'
Montreal on January
31 of this year was of a very

For the 150 people who par-

The

Kruty

in

In years past

nature.

special

the

memory

of the slaughter
university
Ukrainian

300
and high school students in the
town of Kruty by the invading
Bolshevic armies in 1918 has
functioned as an important
means of stressing to each
member of the Ukrainian comof

munity

Canada the

in

fact that

his fatherland has in the past

and continues

suffered,

oppression

dure, the
Russians.

to en-

the

of

CONNOR

firmation of solidarity and de-

ticipated in the demonstration

termination

organized by the McGill, Sir
George Williams, and Loyola
Ukrainian University Students
march through
the
Clubs,
downtown Montreal was a dra-

free,

matic and forceful way to express the mixture of sadness
and anger that the sufferings
of Ukraine elicites in them.
However, by choosing to commemorate Kruty in the manner
which they did, the clubs in
Montreal not only enabled the
active young people of that

Saturday afternoon
shoppers
along the
march
route and the good coverage
the demonstration received in
the
Montreal
newspapers
meant that the concern with
events in the USSR was to be
no longer limited to a few perceptive politicians and the Ukrainian community itself but

city to

make

the traditional af-

to

Ukraine

see

but also to increase their
fellow Canadians' consciousness of the history

and day-today fate of Ukraine.
The pamphlets handed out

many

to

tive for public

recognition of

Canada's "Third Force". In a
dramatic conference held February 13 - 14, at Toronto's St.

Lawrence Centre, President
Dr. Montgomery on behalf of
unions in The
Council of Toronto
said, "We have a collective re-

312

affiliated

Labour

for a

sponsibility

job

we can'
am pled-

only do as a group... I
ging the support of the ethnic
labour committee to carry on
this work".

The

conference

entitled:

"New Canadians —

their Ex-

three themes: Integration;

Law

Enforcement; and, Social and

Government Services Agencies.
It was evident from presentations throughout

the conference that both Federal and

schemes for immiCanada have
grown up through disjointed
temporary programmes. De-

Provincial

into

spite the fact that

averaged

200,000

Canada has
immigrants

for the past 15 years, services

have not been systematically
coordinated to this day. As a
result

many

testimonials

ring the conference pointed

the

ethnic groups. L. Appoloni of

for public

the

COSTI

Italian-English lan-

guage school charged that the
Department of Immigration
spent onlv

fifty

thousand dol-

lars of a total budget of three
hundred and ninety million for

direct aid ;o ethnic social agen-

Because of the number
of socialogical studies being
done in this field, particularly
by York University, it was often stated that: "We wish we
cies.

(

could get as much money hi
grants as is spent on sociology
research about us!")

and Reality", had

pectations

gration

agencies;

du-

up

experienced
by immigrant groups,' both
from their own ethnic group
and from employers. It was
also evident that little was beexploitation

also

re-

vealed that because of the inattention paid to immigrant integration,
a disproportionate
number of children with language handicaps are being
classified
vocational
into
schools.
Constant reference
was made to the misconceptions,
patronizing attitudes
and insensitivity of government employees working with
immigrants. Speakers from the
multi-lingual

orientation educational courses

and municipal emand changing legislawhich represents the "Bri-

ployees;
tion

tish Ethic".

Notable

in this last

area were, the liquor and Blue
laws of Ontario which many
speakers felt were not representative of the wishes of con-

temporary Canadian

Most promising
ference's panelists

lecturer

ta,

at

citizens.

of the

Con-

was E. CosScarborough

College. Mr. Costa questioned
the concept of integration pre-

put forward by
Federal and Provincial governHe agreed with the
need for ethnic groups to fit
into the society but went on
to deny that this meant the
sently being

ments.

The Conference

Conference floor

encouraging ethnic

called for:

advice
centres, particularly presenting
on
citizens'
information
rights;
better reception and orientation centres in the provinces,
improvement in the quality of
citizenship
classes;
massive
grant increases to ethhic .social
citizen

social

and

political

assimila-

a two-way
process, and with 100.000 immigrants
coming to Toronto
every vear, we must accept
that the quality of our life is
changing. I have not seen our
tion. "Integration is

institutions reflect this fact as
vet."

The Conference

closed on

a

note of optimism emphasizing

Committee of
Labour Council of Metro-

that the Ethnic

the

Toronto under the
chairmanship of Mr. S. Fo.v
be preparing action propolitan

will

grammes
problems.

to correct

these social

but

this

simply affirming to each otfier
the special meaning of the occassion.

drama and visibiThe march in Montreal wa
modern media feed
a productive departure fror
upon, demonstrations would
this pattern for it demonstra
seem to be one of the most
ted that there are ways of comeffective means of making the
memorating such events that
concerns of Ukrainians more
will not only strengthen Ukrapublically known.
Significant
lity

that

occurances in

awareness of their idenbut will also

inians'

the

history

of
tity

familiarize
Ukraine have
traditionally
Canadians of non-Ukrainiai
been marked in the Canadian
origin with the present predicommunity by such formal afcament of Ukraine.

by W. ASPER

ing done to provide social services for the special needs of

academia,

past events has been too much
a matter of the participants

exatly that
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LABOUR UNIONS TO DEFEND ETHNIC GROUPS
initia-

as

manner of observing important

Simply because they are so
dramatic an expression of a
cause or concern, and it is
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Labour has taken the

fairs

was, in some small way, becoming the property of the
general Canadian public.
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The Ukrainian
head

University

Bay,

Ontario,

at

Lake-

in

Thunder

has

donated

S200.00 to SUSK. The money
be used to help pay for

will

summer field work project.
The same club has begun

the

preliminary

discussions

with
an

their Students* Council in

to get the University
Students' Council to sponsor a
effort

worker in Thunder Bay
summer. The members of
the Council which have been
approached to date took a very
field

this

favourable

-

-

towards

position

this project.

,
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ARCHIPENK0

EDITORIAL

A CHALLENGE

by NESTOR RZEPECKI

deal of pleasure that we see
labour talcing initiatives for focusing public attention on
the subject of Canada's ethnic groups. As evidenced
It

with

is

great

a

February

by the

Conference,

14th

anc

Federal

both

government services are scandously inadequate
from immigrant solicitation in various countries
to the woeful inadequacy of reception and integration
services once immigrants come to this country. In view
of the fact that Canada receives 200,000 people a year,
(and we have been doing so for last 15 years), it is just
about time that someone took responsibility for impleProvincial

—

menting an effective system to ensure the best way of
incorporating these people into our society. It is ludicrous that our immigration officials overseas cannot
speak the language of the country they are in; in Toronto
which today has three quarter of a million first gene-

Metro Police make

ration immigrants, the

effort to

little

appropriate areas; except for
a Reception Centre for New Canadians. It is glaringly evident that Mr.
Fox, the new Chairman of the Metro Ethnic Labour Committee is going to have a tremendous job in trying to
shake Federal, Provincial and Municipal lethargy, as well
as trying to effectively coordinate the meagre services

have bilingual officers

Quebec no

in

government has

Provincial

that are available.

another major side to this
question that will call for Mr. Fox's attention. Once the
"hard" services of housing, jobs and unionizing are accomplished, the Labour Council should be aware of tr.e
second phase of the struggle for justice. Ethnic groups
remain together through generations. By their existence
they change the quality and nature of our country. This
cultural pluralism is a desirable goal
but will only be
accomplished by political action. The present power
structures control education and thus far have resisted

However, there

still

is

—

the inclusion of multi-cultural courses

in

our schools. The

teaching of ethnic languages has been rejected more
than once, while the ethics of British colonialism still
li.iger on. Why does a
British citiren get preferred
citizenship status? Why doesn't the Canada Counci'
support the development of ethnic arts? When is Canada's international

nized

as

problem

appearance

multi-cultural?

—

the intolerance of the present

power

Our

must be geared to making Canada a country
in
flavour which is not only tolerant for
pluralism but enthusiastically courts the rest of the whole
world as its own. To this end we give Mr. Fox our wholehearted support. We encourage him to co-opt first generation citizens into his committee and with their intense
concern we trust his effort; will challenge the present
international

structures.

.."

York that year, in

when

the gritty rains

New

York win-

are already beginning to
cut into the asphalt and the
jaded ladies at Feck & Peck
begin to worry about their
ter

catalogue

The

wear.

cruise

reads 711 Fifth Avenue in
spindly letters, and above it,
sinuous path of
tracing a
wrought iron script, the name
At the top of
gallery.
the
of
the catalogue, ebony blocks
stand resolute on the sheen of
the thick papers: ebony blocks
reading ARCHIPENKO.

Alexander
opinion

the

German

in

Archipenko,

French and
was one of the

of

critics,

most innovative sculptors of
the twentieth century, and a

man,

bom

who

in Kiev,

spent

a lifetime struggling for recogfrom the world of

nition; first,
art,

then from his countrymen

—

passionately desiring to be
close to the hearts of the Ukrainian public.

Archipenko,
worked with

a

sculptor,

unusual mate-

He was

the first sculptor
to recognize space as a matecould be utilized.
rial that
Form was given to a work both
by materials present and those
rials.

removed, and he utilized space

and marble. But then, he
and painted these
on,
materials in a myriad colours,

gations to the best of

offered to the artist and

of today to

Photography Editor:
Terry Connor
Typists

Halyna Kow;iiskv, M. Borodacz,
Helen Pobielum, W'ally Melnyk

The opinions expressed herein are not

necessarily those of the
Ukrainian Canadian University Student's Union (SUSK).
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Toronto. Ont.
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1

when

himself

sophy

exquisitely incised fetorsos blazing with coppertone, and menstruating El-

board,

was by
"The

To him, collage meant a
melding of metals, or later, of

ter,

various materials.

beauty in putting together pla-

wood and metal, or wood
and papier-mache. His attempt
stic,

my

philo-

These appearanand lead the

bolic object.

directions."

the

it

said

lies in

mers glue. That was not Archipenko's collage, but a sophmoric mockery.

He saw

he

creative essence of

male

ces are relative

spectator

parallel

in

creative

Archipenko, Ukrainian painof sculpture and

exhibit

oils at the Kovler Callery, 952
N. Michigan, 642-8420, in Chi-

cago.

Ukrainian Week in Montreal was a real success! It began
with a Press Conference Jan. 30, the highlight being a
Demonstration (Kruty). See page 1.

2.

The University of Western Ontario at London organized a
Ukrainian Week, beginning Feb. 6. See "Bloody Wednesday", page

3.

3.

"Could the policies of the left be relevant to Ukrainians in
North America?" was the topic of a debate at a Toronto
Alumni Club meeting, Jan. 30th.

4.

The excursion of Ukrainian Students
Carnival came off well.

5.

Windsor

—

to the

Quebec Winter

Ukrainian Week.

COMING EVENTS
1.

!
„ „"-Lieutenant Governor

TORONTO

when

the phenomenon
of the immaterial, spiritual rudiments which evolve into diverse forms to become a sym-

Yours sincerely,

MD, MC, CRCS(C),

ST.,

can be no better ex-

object,

Playboy novels slapped together on kindergarten bristol

575
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A

QUEEN STREET WEST
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6-7061

Toronto, Ontario
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Toronto
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Feb. 27 to Mar. 1 - "We and the World", a Teach-in
sponsored by the University of Manitoba Ukrainian Clubs,
in

of Saskatchewan

OLYMP
QUEEN

his

challenge.

Copy Editor:
Manism Borodacz

475

to

pressed than

and co-

Lay-out Manner:
Chrystynu Wflyhorsky

8-9055

meaning

work.
But Archipenko's concept of
involvement, both with himself
and with his environment, and
that of the viewer with the

contribution to collage. Collage, a word that today connotes
Coke bottles and full colour

abi-

Stephen Worobetz,

EM.

—

truly breathtaking style

fur-

even

his

aluminum, papier-

cool

bring

to

plastics

greater beauty and

mache.
But then came Archipenko's

Editor-in-chief:

Discount for students

and

mother-of-pearl, crystalline lucite,

was

ther use the materials of light

several colours
silverplating his bronzes; switching to materials that gave
him new perspective, such as

In turn I expect a great
deal from each of you and I
have enough faith in the young

operatively you will rise to the

Ontario

QUEEN STREET WEST

wondering how he could

piece;

a

to

lity.

Ceorge Boshyk

492

light

that

nating

many

my

possibilities

cotta

went

receive

Please

feel that individually

Monthly

ample, he suggests the
sence of a face, not by forming is called "sculpto-paintings",
but by placing painting which literally thrusts
features,
materials around the area that itself into the viewer's envithe area ronment, through the use of
is the face and leaving
completely open. His papier-mache, projecting from
itself
range of working materials the surface of the painting. Arwas the widest possible. Archi- chipenko was always experipenko drew form from tradi- menting. Twenty years ago he
bronzes, woods, terra was speculating on the fascitional
its

NEWS ROUND-UP

convey my
sincere thanks to them. I shall
endeavor to carry out my obli-

members.

to

ex-

pre-

1.

congratulations from so

bridge the gape between
the three and two dimensional
worlds of art resulted in what

parti-

for

effectiveness;

cular

LETTERS
Dear Mr. Krawchenko:
It was a pleasure to

men and women

— 1967 — Established

Street, Toronto.

fall,

struc-

efforts

67 Harbord

the

New

that presage a

going to be recogImmigration is not the only

with the wishes of the contemporary population.

Mies

tion in

finally

ture for cultural pluralism has already had strong fight

power

1954. The fiftieth anniversary of a man's creative endeavours. There is an exhibi-

and concave curves with

Winnipeg. Pertinent
be discussed.

social, political

and

religious sub-

jects will
2.

Saskatoon

—

President Peter Abrametz

is

planning a film

festival.
3.

CESUS (World
22-23

Conference of Ukrainian Students)— Aug.

in Montreal.

-

4.

SUSK Uth

5.

The Ukrainian National
inian

/

Congress

Winnipeg, Sept. 4-7.

Association — a co-operative UkraJersey City insurance company with 8,000 members

27th Convention May 18th at the
suggest that those students,
are members of
get elected as area delegates.
When you are in Cleveland, ask how
found one-half
million dollars to bring to-gether their delegates when they
could not find six cents to answer two letters SUSK sent
them appealing for grants.

in

Canada

will

have

it's

Statler Hilton in Cleveland.

We

UNA

who

UNA

WANTED
SUSK
for

needs

summer

field

FIELD

orker;

as

organizer,

the

pay

is

inadequate, but

at least the job

1970.

field work involves working in Ukrainian communities

WORKERS

catalyst

is

challen-

Salary ranges from
?50.00-$60.00 a week ( plus
travelling expenses).
ging.

For more info rmatio n, and
application form write:
FieM WorA- Project,
will provide
a crash course to qualified
83 Ulster Street,
Toronto 4, Ontario,
candidates who wish to
improve their language).
(application deadline Mar 25)

and animator,
knowledge of Ukrainian
essential

(we

is
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FILM REVIEW
"I Shall Never Forget", a 110
minute colour film produced

by CANUKR Productions in
Oshawa, is a movie whose appeal extends beyond the Ukracommunity.
Produced by Walter Wasik
Oshawa from a screenplay
written by Stephen Lubomyrinian
of

sky of Chicago, the $200,000
venture was completed in 18
months. George Denysenko of
York, stars as an RCAF
pilot of Ukrainian origin who
is shot down in the Ukraine

New

during World

War

and

is

re-

the non-professional cast,

many

whom were

from Oshawa
and Toronto. Roma Dolnycky

of Toronto,

who

partisan heroine

-

SHALL NEVER FORGET"

scued by partisans. The Canadian asks to be taken to his
allies, the Russians; however,
once he discovers that the Rusare fighting to spread
sians
Communism, he rejoins the
Ukrainian Partisans.
Directors Wolodymyr Baczensky of New York and Bohdan Pasdrey of Philadelphia
drew fine performances from
of

-

- ?

-

-

-

portrayed the
with whom

the pilot fell in love, played
her part extremely well. And
unforgettable in the role of the

was Michael Senvk of Oshawa, whose stuttering and facial expressions provided the film with moments
partisan cook

of humor.
The film

has

many

strong

Lawrvshvn of Toronto, performed by members of the To-

Symphony

Orchestra.

The photography,

particularly

in

artistry

and

professio-

To supplement the
dialogue
Ukrainian
English subtitles
there are
which are necessary as the
voices are muffled at times.
mostly

the film's weaker
was the contrast between the Germans and the
Russians in which the Germans were depicted as cruel,
mechanisms and
insensitive

Among

points

points. Certainly praiseworthy
is the musical score by Zenon

ronto

strates

nalism.

the rustic scenes,

demon-

the Russians as revelling,

re-

bovine creatures. The opening and final
with John Wacko of
scenes
pulsive,

almost

Oshawa as an RCAF ofticer
weren't convincing, as the conversation seemed forced and
unnatural".

But, on the whole, "I Shall
Never Forget" can be consi-

dered a success in that it has
proven that CANUKR is serious about film making. In fact.
Mr. Wasik has hopes of starting another movie before the

summer.

1970
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MOTHERHOOD AND
happened one day
but it was a long time coming
it all began once upon a time
and like there were all these
Ukrainian type students and
like
they
were all going
through these hassles and running around town and getting

commerate this day when
three hundred students took
this power trip against the red
army and like they found out
that flower-power doesn't pay

everyone out

flaying

like

it

all

to go out to this
thing like in Vancouver so
read my maps and sure enough

was really beside the ocean
and like hell there were kids
flying by plane going by boat
and rail and everyone really
coming and boy like took my
bag and got all undressed up
and decided to go too and
man like everyone had this really groovy time and like all
these hepped-up cats got up
there but like man you know
don't know what the hell i'm
it

BLOODY WEDNESDAY
According one donor. Western put forth a "bloody
good effort" at a Red Cross blood donor clinic held in
Talbot College Wednesday.

doing

in

it

my

shake

yet so

315 pints collected was "double that colRoutledge, director of
J.
Blood Donor Services in the London area Red Cross
Branch. He termed Western students' response to the

all

clinic as "excellent".

inian high

The clinic was organized by the Ukrainian Club to
commemorate the deaths of 300 students from Kiev Uni-

thing in the old Ukrainian
and man like
dig these cats
anyway like the local type toronto club well they planned

The

total of

lected last year" according to

head and say yeah that's it
and meantime all these cats
are getting together like they

groove away on

this Ukra-

and do

own
way

their

versity who died on January 29, 1918 attempting to defend the then independent state of Ukraine from the invading Bolshevik armies.
Similar blood donor clinics have been held at other
Canadian Universities.
This is the second year that the Ukrainian Club has
sponsored the one-day clinic. It intends to make it an

meeting thing one night
it's a long time coming about but the coffee is
swert and well like this superstraight cat he gets up and two

..nnual event.

more

this

and

like

and

up

super-straight cats get

they had a debate on
whether we should like

like

like

THE MYTH OF THE JUST SOCIETY
EDITOR'S NOTE: Tim
is

the

first of

written by

article

a three part series

Romana Pikuhjk on

process by constantly defining_
and redefining itself and with-

out an educational system, this

the teaching of

is

our

The educational system of
Canada must therefore provide

public*

Ukrainian in
and elementary

schools. In this first article Mrs.

Pikuhjk describes the situation
as it exists today and examines
why Ukrainian should be included in our educational system.

futile.

both the needs of the small
units and the total whole. Yet,
the small units in Ontario are
being ignored. These are the
facts — not questions. The question is

Why

is Ukrainian not taught
the public school system of
Ontario? Is the answer in the

in

definite policy of the provin-

and federal government or
it to be found in the attitudes of the Ukrainians living
in Ontario? And is there perhaps a direct relationship between the government policy
cial

WHY?

Our group

is

not being given

the right to full cultural dynamism. It is being denied a total
education — one that allows
integration of

the

all

values

We
alien

must no longer allow an
group to define us. W&

must define and redefine ourby ourselves — but not

within the present ghettos but
within the public educational
system. Only in this way can

own

our group control

its

gree and
and only

way can

rate
in

contribute

deintegration

of

this

creatively

dynamism

cultural

to

of

it

the
the

and not one that ignores half
of them. Only a public school
system can offer this total education, for by its nature it represents the whole society.

provinces have a greater Ukrainian
poulation
percentagewise, there are more Ukrainians in Ontario altogether than

and the attitude of the Ukra-

Anyone who

ces.

inians?

—

is

We

must answer these ques-

tions if the Ukrainians are to
continue their existance in Canada as a cultural group. We
must stop asking questions
which already have been answered, such as — is there a

cultural group? Is

The answers

it

desirable?

to these questions

are solid sociological facts.

a socialogical fact that
a culture, in this case, the CaIt is

nadian culture, derives

crea-

its

dynamism in direct proportion to the diversity of cultural values that are integrative

ting and inter-relating to one

another.

The dynamism

of the

thinks, that total

Ukrainian-Canadian educa-

possible in the present
gheto-like, privately-run Ukration

is

inian

schools

is

blowing up

soap bubbles!
The present separation between Ukrainian schools and
public schools is creating an
inferiority complex in the stuorigin.
Ukrainian
dents of
Within the public school system, which carries greater respect than the largely inferior
Ukrainian schools, the process
of definition of Ukrainian vais being conducted by an
which finds it to
advantage to force Ukrainian-Canadian students into a

lues

alien group,
its

whole society depends on the
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French a privileged minority?
Even the other minorities in
Ontario are better off than the
Ukrainians for at least Italian
and German are tought in
some high schools and many
other languages such as Portugcese and Spanish are honoured as Grade 13 examinations.
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is no response to our
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and especially Toronto is one
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ones were to apply! As regards
the Ukrainian group specifically, an appeal was made in
1967 fo rthe establishment of
Ukrainian in public schools,
but was rejected (a Centennial
present from the Government
to the Ukrainians in Canada!).
The present committee for Ukschools,
public
rainian in
which is organized under the
Ukrainian
leadership of the
Canadian Commiittee, is again
receiving no positive response
from the government.
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Moscow, three young
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National

Society in Thunder
Bay (Port Arthur), Ontario,
Prosvita

Obviously, a negative policy

exists in our Government torequires a full-time dancing
wards minority groups. We instructor to take charge of a
must no longer be fooled by dancing school with 180 pupils

the illusion that our society
a just society.
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obvious that Ukrainians are
being discriminated against.
We must expose these facts.
We must demand our rights in
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